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Abstract We present the design and implemen-
tation of ALPS, a per-application user-level
proportional-share scheduler. It provides an appli-
cation with a way to control the relative allocation
of CPU time amongst its individual processes.
The ALPS scheduler runs as just another process
(belonging to the application) at user level; thus,
it does not require any special kernel support, nor
does it require any special privileges, making it
highly portable. To achieve efficiency, ALPS dele-
gates fine-grained time-slicing responsibility to the
underlying kernel scheduler, while itself making
coarse-grained decisions to achieve proportional-
share scheduling, all in a way that is transparent
to the underlying kernel. Our results show that
the ALPS approach is practical; we can achieve
good accuracy (under 5% relative error) and low
overhead (under 1% of CPU time), despite user-
level operation.
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1 Introduction

Consider the problem of supporting a multi-
process application that can benefit from pro-
portional-share scheduling. By this, we mean an
application that spawns a number of processes,
each of which should get a pre-specified fraction
of the total CPU time allocated to the applica-
tion. Prime examples are scientific applications
that generate multiple processes, each of which
computes over some space such as geographic
area or physical volume, and it is desirable that
the amount of available CPU time given should
be allocated proportionally to the size of that
space (e.g., based on adaptive mesh refinement).
Other examples include Web servers that seek to
limit the proportion of available CPU time given
to spawned processes that service Web requests.
More general examples include middleware sys-
tems that provide remote resource-controlled ex-
ecution environments [20] for computing-utility
servers. Along the same lines, the idea of running
a massive number of virtual machines (VM) on
a (much smaller) set of physical machines [7] to
host applications in firewalled environments or
to simulate very large-scale systems has become
popular; being able to quantitatively apportion
CPU time to the VMs would be valuable.

To support such scenarios, we present the de-
sign of the ALPS application-level proportional-
share scheduler. ALPS runs as an unprivileged
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user-level process with no special priority when
running under a typical unmodified UNIX sched-
uler [19]. ALPS can be “applied” to any group of
processes to allocate the CPU amongst them in
user-specified proportions. These processes may
be related (e.g., they are spawned by a single ap-
plication), or unrelated (e.g., spawned by numer-
ous independent applications). Multiple ALPS
schedulers, each controlling an independent group
of processes, may run simultaneously on the same
machine. Because each ALPS has no special priv-
ilege, it has no unusual effect on the rest of
the system’s workload. It is simply a competing
process, and because it runs very infrequently, its
interference is minimal.

The challenges of developing user-level sched-
uling mechanisms for processor resources arise
from the lack of system information and the trade-
off between accuracy in policy enforcement and
operational overhead. In particular, one cannot
simply extract a proportional-share scheduler de-
signed to operate within an operating system’s
kernel [9, 13, 15, 22, 27], and have it run at user
level, as this may break assumptions regarding
system knowledge and control capabilities that
can negatively impact accuracy and efficiency. For
instance, an ordinary user-level process cannot
exact absolute control of the CPU by which to
reliably preempt processes, nor does it have ac-
cess to the same information that is available to
the kernel, such as notification when a running
process blocks. Overhead is a potential problem
because user-level scheduling must be performed
by a process that itself must be scheduled fre-
quently enough by the kernel to effectively make
scheduling decisions.

Our approach is to design a user-level scheduler
that works in tandem with, but at the same time
transparent to, the underlying kernel scheduler,
allowing and expecting kernel to do as much work
as it can (and thus not replace it). The user-level
scheduling process essentially “nudges” the kernel
scheduler towards the goal of proportional share
to override the kernel’s native policy for the group
of processes under its control. The novelty of the
ALPS scheduling algorithm is that it operates very
efficiently by minimizing the frequency of obser-
vations and of scheduling decisions, while main-
taining good accuracy. It also allows for processes

that do I/O, without limiting the work performed
by processes that are ready to execute. It runs
as a normal unprivileged user process, with no
expected modifications to kernel.

ALPS has numerous advantages. It is applica-
ble to the shared server scenarios described above
because clients of, say, a compute utility do not
have the privilege to invoke administrator-level
mechanisms for enhanced priority nor the free-
dom to modify the host operating system. Multiple
ALPS can run simultaneously, each scheduling
the processor resources assigned to their associ-
ated processes by the kernel scheduler. The pro-
cesses of an application need not be modified to
use ALPS. Plus, a user-level design that relies on
only a few commonly supported operating system
mechanisms, as ours does, can be easily ported to
other operating systems.

In this paper, we describe the design, imple-
mentation, and a performance evaluation of the
ALPS application-level proportional-share sched-
uler. In Section 2, we further motivate our design
and describe the framework that we use for our
implementation. In Section 3, we describe and
evaluate a basic and somewhat simplistic version
of the algorithm, determining its accuracy and
overhead to establish a baseline of performance.
In Section 4, we describe an optimized version of
the algorithm that reduces overhead without sac-
rificing accuracy, and we extend it to allow for I/O.
In Section 5, we present advanced experiments,
showing how multiple concurrent ALPSs perform,
the scalability of ALPS, and the application of a
ALPS to a super-server utility that proportionally
schedules multiple Web servers. Section 6 con-
tains a discussion of related works, and we present
conclusions in Section 7.

2 Framework

The ALPS scheduling framework is based on a
two-level approach, where an application spawns
its own user-level ALPS scheduling process,
which then works in concert with the underlying
kernel scheduler to achieve proportional-share
scheduling for that application’s regular processes.
Any application that requires proportional-share
scheduling of its processes will have its own ALPS,
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and so many ALPSs may be running simulta-
neously. To simplify exposition, we initially focus
on the operation of a single ALPS. Later, we
will discuss the behavior of multiple co-existing
ALPSs.

ALPS makes high-level decisions that deter-
mine which group of processes are eligible for
execution for a near-term period of time, leaving
it to the kernel scheduler to then schedule those
processes during that time using its own policy.
Thus, the goal of ALPS is to effectively restrict
the decision space of the kernel scheduler so that
ultimately, a proportional-share policy is achieved
(according to a share distribution specified by the
application) for those processes under its control.

An alternative approach is for a user-level
scheduler to effectively make all scheduling de-
cisions by selecting at most a single process that
is eligible to run, and so by default, the kernel
must select that process to actually run. This ap-
proach can be inefficient because the user-level
scheduler must run every time a process is to be
scheduled, yet is not notified when a process yields
the CPU (e.g., blocking on I/O). By scheduling
a group of processes, ALPS runs less frequently.
Furthermore, since the kernel scheduler gener-
ally has detailed system knowledge (more than
any user-level process can have) regarding pend-
ing process I/O requests, processor affinity, etc.,
ALPS exploits this by scheduling a group of multi-
ple processes, leaving it to the kernel to do what it
can do best. This leads to more efficient CPU uti-
lization, as in the case when one of the processes
in an ALPS-scheduled group performs I/O; the
kernel will schedule one of the other processes to
run without requiring the intervention of ALPS.

2.1 Design

ALPS selects multiple processes of the applica-
tion to run, and then monitors their progress by
periodically sampling their execution status. The
period between these coarse-grained scheduling
decisions is in terms of an ALPS quantum (called
simply “quantum” from this point on, unless it
must be distinguished from the kernel scheduler’s
quantum). During a quantum, ALPS defers fine-
grained time-slicing to the kernel scheduler. The

duration of the quantum is a primary configu-
ration parameter that enables an application to
balance accuracy and overhead.

ALPS attempts to achieve proportional distri-
bution of CPU time over a period called a cycle.
Each cycle is composed of a number of quanta
(Fig. 1). A cycle completes when sufficient CPU
time (as opposed to real time) has been consumed
by the application’s processes such that ALPS
may have feasibly scheduled the processes in exact
proportion to their shares. If the duration of the
quantum is Q time units and the total number
of shares is S, then we define the cycle length to
be S · Q, assuming the shares have been scaled
by their greatest common divisor. For example, if
three processes have shares n, 2n, and 3n, for any
integer n, the cycle length is 6Q. Thus, the cycle
dictates the period over which ALPS guarantees
fairness in that each process may execute for a
fraction of each cycle in proportion to its share.
By defining fairness guarantees in this manner,
ALPS performs proportional-share scheduling on
a virtual processor that executes at a (variable)
rate dictated by the kernel scheduler.

ALPS operates by periodically measuring the
progress of processes and enacting scheduling de-
cisions by moving processes between two groups:
one group of eligible-to-run processes, each of
which has consumed less than its share of the CPU
time during the current cycle, and another group
of ineligible-to-run processes, each of which has
obtained or exceeded its share. For the duration of
each quantum, the processes in the eligible group
contend for CPU time from the kernel scheduler
(Fig. 2). Just as if ALPS were not present, the
task of the kernel scheduler remains to select

time

Cycle

Quantum Quantum

User–level

Kernel

Fig. 1 The kernel scheduler makes decisions at the finest
granularity – scheduling single processes. A quantum as
defined by ALPS comprises an integral number of smaller
kernel quanta; ALPS provides guarantees over a cycle,
which comprises an integral number of ALPS quanta
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Fig. 2 Each ALPS scheduler (one or more) moves pro-
cesses under its control between the eligible and ineligible
groups; the kernel schedules from the eligible group

an available process to execute on an available
CPU. The kernel may select a process from the
eligible group, or a process that is not under the
control of ALPS. The number of processes from
the eligible group that actually execute during
an ALPS quantum depends on (1) the ALPS
quantum length, (2) the maximum duration that
the kernel allows a process to run at one time
(e.g., the kernel scheduler’s quantum), and (3) the
scheduling policy of the kernel. If a process blocks
during an ALPS quantum, the kernel scheduler
will naturally select another process to execute,
if one is eligible, without intervention by ALPS.
This is a key and important difference between
our approach and that of other user-level sched-
ulers which only allow one process to contend for
the CPU at a time and must execute between each
user-level context switch.

2.2 UNIX-based Implementation

Within the context of UNIX, ALPS can be imple-
mented as a user-level daemon process that does
not require administrator privileges to run. ALPS
uses mechanisms that are basic to all UNIX-
based operating systems, and are fairly common
(in some form) to most modern operating systems.
An interface is provided to allow an application to
register its processes with its associated ALPS.

ALPS uses the setitimer() system call to set
a periodic real-time timer, and registers a signal
handler to execute when the timer expires. The
timer duration is set equal to the length of the

quantum.1 The signal handler executes the ALPS
scheduling algorithm to classify processes as eligi-
ble or ineligible.

To determine the eligibility of a process, ALPS
reads a process’s execution status from the proc
file system (i.e., /proc). In particular, ALPS
reads the amount of CPU time consumed by
a process and whether the process is currently
blocked inside of the kernel awaiting an event,
such as waiting for the completion of an I/O
request.

To enact scheduling decisions, ALPS uses sig-
nals to transition processes between the eligible
and ineligible states. The SIGSTOP and SIGCONT
signals enable ALPS to suspend and resume the
execution of a process. When ALPS sends a
SIGSTOP signal to a process, the kernel suspends
the execution of the process rather than delivering
a signal. A process can neither block nor catch the
SIGSTOP signal. The process remains suspended
until it is sent a SIGCONT signal.

We chose to use signals rather than priorities to
influence the kernel’s scheduling decisions for two
reasons. In many UNIX-like operating systems,
a non-privileged user application cannot increase
the priority of a process. Furthermore, if ALPS
were to raise or lower the priority of its process,
then it would affect the share of CPU time that
an application receives in relation to other ap-
plications. The goal of ALPS is not to affect the
proportion of CPU time an application receives in
relation to the entire system, but to proportionally
distribute CPU time to which an application is
naturally entitled amongst the processes of that
application.

3 Basic ALPS

To make process selection decisions, ALPS in-
vokes a scheduling algorithm during each quan-

1In Sections 3 and 4, we present experiments using quan-
tums of 10, 20, and 40 ms. We chose 10 ms simply because
it is the smallest interval allowed by the FreeBSD kernel
available to us, and presents the highest potential for accu-
racy, but overhead as well. Twenty and forty millisecond
quantums are used for purposes of comparison. Beyond
40 ms, there are diminishing returns as far as reducing
overhead, while accuracy can suffer significantly.
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tum. In this section, we describe a simple version
of the ALPS scheduling algorithm, called Basic
ALPS, which is an obvious and perhaps naive way
such an algorithm might be designed before opti-
mization. This is for purposes of both exposition,
as it will make understanding the optimized ver-
sion easier, and for comparison, as performance
and I/O issues become highlighted in the basic
version and then become focal points for the opti-
mized version.

3.1 Description

The central idea of the ALPS algorithm is very
simple: each process gets an allowance that indi-
cates how many quanta of CPU time it may con-
sume before the end of the current cycle. As long
as the process’s allowance is greater than zero, the
process is eligible to run. As a process executes,
its allowance is decremented by the amount of
CPU time it actually receives. When its allowance
becomes less than or equal to zero, the state of the
process is changed to ineligible and its execution is
suspended. When a cycle completes, the algorithm
replenishes the allowance of each process in pro-
portion to the process’s share.

The algorithm maintains global and per-process
state. Globally, the algorithm maintains the total
shares, S, and the time remaining in the current
cycle, tc. Associated with each process i are vari-
ables sharei (the number of shares allocated to
the process), statei (whether the process is eligible
or ineligible to execute), and allowancei (the re-
maining number of quanta for which the process
is eligible to run during the current cycle). The
cycle time, tc, is initialized to the cycle length,
S · Q. When a process is registered with ALPS, the
process’s allowance is initialized to its share (spec-
ified during registration) and its state is initialized
to ineligible. On account of its positive allowance,
the process will become eligible for execution at
the next quantum.

When ALPS runs during each quantum, it be-
gins by measuring the CPU time consumed by
each process that was eligible to run. Ineligible
processes can be ignored as they will not have
executed in the previous quantum. The value
consumedi equals the CPU time consumed by
the process since the algorithm was last invoked.

Algorithm 1 The Basic ALPS Scheduling
Algorithm

for all i : statei = eligible do
consumedi ← read-progress(i)
allowancei ← allowancei − consumedi/Q
tc ← tc − consumedi

end for

cycles ← 0
if tc ≤ 0 then

cycles ← 1
tc ← tc + S · Q

end if

for all i do
allowancei ← allowancei + sharei · cycles
if allowancei > 0 then

statei ← eligible
else

statei ← ineligible
end if

end for

The process’s allowance is reduced by the amount
it consumed scaled by the quantum length. The
algorithm also updates the time remaining in the
current cycle by subtracting each process’s CPU
consumption from tc.

If tc is less than zero after measuring the con-
sumption of all processes, the current cycle has
completed. As a result, the algorithm increments
tc by the cycle length, S · Q, to establish the
length of the next cycle. In addition, the allowance
of each process, allowancei, is incremented by
its share, sharei. Finally, the algorithm partitions
processes based upon the current allowance of
each process. There are two important properties
of Basic ALPS that are worth noting, and that
will carry over to the optimized algorithm. First,
by incrementing the cycle time and allowances
(rather than resetting), allocation errors are not
accumulated from one cycle to the next. The er-
rors arise because ALPS cannot guarantee that a
cycle will end precisely when a quantum expires
because the kernel scheduler dictates the CPU
time allocated to an application during a quan-
tum. A consequence is that the algorithm is self-
correcting, in that any error in target distributions
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Table 1 Workload share
distributions 5 processes 10 processes 20 processes

Linear {1, 3, 5, 7, 9} {1, 3, 5, . . . , 19} {1, 3, 5, . . . , 39}
Equal {5, 5, 5, 5, 5} {10, 10, 10, . . . , 10} {20, 20, 20, . . . , 20}
Skewed {1, 1, 1, 1, 21} {1, 1, 1, . . . , 1, 91} {1, 1, 1, . . . , 1, 381}
Total Shares 25 100 400

will be resolved in future cycles. For instance, if
a quantization error causes a process to receive
twice as much CPU time as entitled in a cycle,
then that process will remain ineligible for the du-
ration of the following cycle because its allowance
will be negative even after incrementing it by
the process’s share. Thus, during the subsequent
cycle, the process will receive no additional CPU
time to correct for the over-allocation in the prior
cycle.

Second, the algorithm assigns correct relative
amounts of CPU time between processes (spec-
ified by the share distribution) regardless of any
competing load, i.e., other processes that are un-
related (be they scheduled by some other ALPS
or not). As this competing load increases, the real
time required for a cycle to expire increases. Yet,
as long as the ALPS process is able to execute dur-
ing each quantum, it will be able to maintain the
proper consumed run-time relationship between
the processes it is controlling. The time at which
ALPS is executed relative to these processes will,
of course, depend on the underlying kernel sched-
uler. We discuss this further below.

3.2 Test Methodology

We evaluate the Basic ALPS algorithm using a
single ALPS that schedules workloads (a set of
processes) that vary in the number of processes
and in share distribution. The number of processes
in a workload is either 5, 10, or 20. The shares
assigned to processes follow one of three distrib-
ution models: linear, equal, or skewed. We chose
the total number of shares as follows: a workload
of five processes has 25 total shares, a workload of
10 processes has 100 total shares, and a workload
of 20 processes has 400 total shares. Selecting the
total number of shares to be n2, where n is the total
number of processes, is solely for convenience, as
the distribution of shares for each model result in

integral amounts. (We did not scale the shares of
any workload by their greatest common divisor.)

In the linear distribution model, the lowest
share value is 1, and shares increase by two for
each subsequent process: 1, 3, 5, . . . , 2n − 1. A
workload that follows the equal distribution con-
sists of processes that all have the same share
value: n, n, . . . , n (n times). In the skewed distri-
bution, all processes but one have a share value
of 1, and the remaining process has the remaining
shares: 1, 1, 1, . . . , 1, n2 − (n − 1) (i.e., n − 1 1’s,
with the number of shares for the last process
equal to n2 − (n − 1)). Table 1 summarizes the
share distribution of the workloads.

The test machine for all experiments is a
2.2 GHz Pentium 4 processor with 512 MB mem-
ory. The host operating system is the UNIX-
variant FreeBSD 4.8. The machine was connected
to the network during the experiments; though to
minimize variation caused by external system load
(for these initial experiments; later, we include
competitive load), we disabled a majority of non-
essential services on the machine.

3.3 Accuracy

To evaluate accuracy, ALPS is instrumented to
record a log of the CPU time consumed by each
process in every cycle. We focus on the steady
state operation of the algorithm, and exclude from
the following graphs any start-up effects2 that oc-
cur during the initial portion of the experiment (4
cycles).

We first consider a five-process linear workload
that is scheduled using a 10 ms quantum. The
total number of shares in the workload is 25, and
thus the cycle length is 250 ms. Figure 3 depicts
the CPU time received by each process. During

2These include time to start processes, time for their kernel-
level priorities to stabilize from their initial values, etc.
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Fig. 3 CPU time received per cycle and absolute error
for a five-process linear workload scheduled with a 10 ms
quantum

every cycle, the amount of CPU time received
by each process is roughly equal to the process’s
share value multiplied by the quantum length, as
is expected.

Figure 3 also shows each process’s absolute
error at the end of a cycle. We base our calculation
of absolute error on the amount of CPU time con-
sumed by all processes during a cycle (as opposed
to the length of the cycle in real time). Thus, a
process p’s entitlement, Ep(n), during cycle n is
its share of the total CPU time consumed by all
processes scheduled by ALPS:

Ep(n) = sharep
∑

i sharei

∑

i

consumedi(n),

where consumedi(n) is the CPU time consumed by
a process during cycle n and sharei is a process’s
share. A process’s absolute error is the difference
between its consumption and its entitlement
during a cycle:

AbsErrp(n) = consumedp(n) − Ep(n).

Notice in Fig. 3 that the absolute error does not
exceed the length of one quantum. We believe the
cyclic occurrences of small but noticeable error
spikes occur due to quantization errors that
accumulate.

Because the significance of an absolute error
measurement depends on the entitlement of the
process, we use relative error to calculate a single
value that summarizes the accuracy of the algo-
rithm for a particular workload. We compute a
process’s relative error at cycle n as follows:

RelErrp(n) = AbsErrp(n)

Ep(n)
.

Using the relative errors of each process, we
summarize the error at each cycle by calculating
the root mean square (RMS) relative error:

RMS(n) =
√

∑

i

RelErri(n)2

N
.

Figure 4 shows the RMS relative error for the
same test presented in Fig. 3. The spike at cycle
41 is a result of the process with 1 share receiving
slightly less than 5 ms of CPU time, a relative error
of over 50%. More generally, the RMS relative
error is very small, less than 0.25%.

To arrive at a single value that represents the
accuracy of the algorithm for a particular work-
load and quantum length, we compute the mean
of the RMS relative error over all cycles in an
experiment (200 cycles). For example, the mean
of the RMS relative errors for the test in Fig. 4
is 2.05%. Figure 5 contains the summarized accu-
racy of Basic ALPS for various workloads sched-
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uled at different quantum lengths. Each point is
the mean of three tests. For most workloads, the
RMS relative error is less than 5%.

Basic ALPS exhibits the highest relative error
for the skewed workloads. In the skewed work-
loads, a majority of the processes have only a
single share. As a result, quantization effects have
more effect on the relative error. For example, a
process that has 1 share may receive slightly less
than one quantum of CPU time when scheduled
by the kernel. Since its allowance is still positive,
albeit much less than a full quantum, the process
is still eligible to run. We observe that because
low-share processes receive less than their “fair
share” over time, the FreeBSD kernel scheduler is
likely to select the process to execute for an entire
quantum, resulting in a relative error of nearly
100% for the cycle. Though a process with more
than 1 share is also susceptible to such quantiza-
tion errors, the effect on relative error is smaller
because the process has a higher entitlement. For
instance, the relative error of receiving 6 quanta
instead 5 is 20% versus a relative error of 100%
when a process receives 2 quanta instead of 1.

Thus, for the skewed workloads, which have
a large number of processes with a single share,
there is a high probability that in every cycle at
least one process will have a large relative error.
However, we point out that the algorithm does not
favor any single process. For a skewed workload
of 20 processes scheduled with a 40 ms quantum,
we compute for each process the RMS of the

process’s per-cycle relative errors over all cycles
of the test. The mean of the RMS relative errors
of the 19 single-share processes is 31.2%, which
agrees with that reported in Fig. 5. The standard
deviation of the RMS relative errors of the 19
single-share processes is 3.07%, indicating that
ALPS treats each process uniformly. Also, the
mean relative error of the 381-share process is
0.36%; it is not susceptible to quantization errors
on account of its large number of shares.

The behavior of the algorithm when schedul-
ing the 20-process linear workload using a 10 ms
quantum deserves attention. For the majority of
cycles, the relative error is in line with the error
of the algorithm when using quantum lengths of
20 and 40 ms. However, there are eight times
during the experiment where we observe that
the FreeBSD kernel scheduler does not execute
ALPS promptly at the beginning of a quantum.
At these times, ALPS is delayed approximately
400 ms, and the kernel schedules the four lowest-
share processes (with shares 1, 3, 5, and 7) for
execution. As a result, in eight cycles of the ex-
periment, relative error for the 1-share process
is as high as 1901%. Even though this occurs in
only 0.01% of the cycles, the error is large enough
to raise the mean relative error for the experi-
ment. The FreeBSD kernel scheduler chooses the
lower-share processes over ALPS because ALPS
performs more work during the cycle than the
lower-share processes.

3.4 Overhead

To measure the overhead, we use the getru-
sage() system call to measure the amount of
CPU time consumed by a single ALPS during a
test run. We calculate overhead as the ratio of the
CPU time consumed by ALPS to the wall time of
the experiment. We verified our measurements by
comparing the amount of work (a loop counter)
performed by the workload processes with and
without control of ALPS (though we found higher
variance in this measurement technique). Figure 6
depicts the overhead versus process count for the
linear, equal, and skewed share distributions when
ALPS operates with 10, 20, and 40 ms quantum
lengths.
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The overhead is highest for the equal share
distributions because fewer processes become
ineligible during a cycle. For the skewed and
linear workloads, the processes with small shares
(relative to others) quickly consume their allow-
ance. Once they become ineligible, the algorithm
does not measure the progress of those processes.
On the other hand, the processes of the equal
share workloads progress at a similar rate. Until
the cycle nears completion, few processes exceed
their allowance, which results in fewer opportu-
nities for the algorithm to reduce work. As we
describe in the next section, the act of measuring a
process’s progress is the most expensive operation
in the scheduling algorithm.

3.5 Analysis of Overhead

The basic operation of ALPS is to wait until
a timer event is received, measure the progress
of processes under its control, and signal all
processes whose eligibility has changed. The time
to receive a timer event, I, is a fixed value that is
independent of the number of processes that are
controlled by ALPS. To measure the progress of
a process, ALPS reads the raw status information
from a file in the proc file system. Let R(r) be
the time to perform r reads. After reading the
status file, ALPS parses the data and calculates the
process’s CPU consumption since the last mea-
surement; this computation time per read is ρ. To
send a signal, ALPS invokes the kill() system

call; let S be the time to send a signal. Finally, let
σ(N) be the time required to execute the loops of
Basic ALPS when scheduling N processes (this is
all the work required that is not included by the
above factors).

The values of I, R, and S depend on the perfor-
mance of operations provided by the underlying
kernel. The values of ρ and σ(N) depend on the
implementation details of the ALPS algorithm.
We measured the values of these factors, which
are summarized in Table 2.

Putting it all together, if ALPS performs an
average of r reads and sends an average of s
signals during a quantum, then the execution time
per quantum is given by the following analytical
model:

T = I + R(r) + ρ · r + S · s + σ(N).

The overhead is T divided by the quantum length,
Q. Using the measured values in Table 2, the
model is highly accurate, with a mean relative
error of under 0.1% when applied to the 27 work-
loads presented in Section 3.4.

From this analysis, we see that the primary
component of overhead is the time to measure the
progress of a process. Each complete read oper-
ation (i.e., R(r) + ρ) takes between 17.4–18.5 μs
per eligible process. Not only does this opera-
tion have the highest cost, it increases with the
number of processes that are scheduled. In the
next section, we describe an optimized version
of the ALPS scheduling algorithm that reduces
the number of reads without negatively impacting
accuracy.

4 Optimized ALPS

We now present our optimizations which reduce
overhead while maintaining good accuracy. To re-

Table 2 ALPS operation times (μs)

Receive a timer event (I) 9.02
Read the status file (R(r)) 1.1 + 13.9r
Compute CPU time (ρ) 3.5
Signal a process (S) 0.97
Implementation overhead (σ(N)) 1.48 + 0.142N
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duce overhead, we take advantage of the fact that
a process can consume at most one quantum of
CPU time between each invocation of the ALPS
scheduling algorithm (since the algorithm runs
each quantum). More generally, a process i must
be eligible for a duration of at least allowancei

quanta to consume enough CPU time for it to
become ineligible for execution. Therefore, the
algorithm can postpone measuring the CPU con-
sumption of a process for allowancei quanta from
the last measurement. If a process’s allowance
contains a fractional number of quanta, we round
up to the next integer to determine how many
quanta to wait. So, for example, if a process’s
allowance is 4.3, there is no way this process can
complete in less than 5 quanta, and so checking
its status before the 5th quantum expires is wasted
work that can be eliminated.

To implement this optimization, we add one
global variable and one per-process variable. The

Algorithm 2 The Optimized ALPS Scheduling
Algorithm

count ← count + 1
for all i : statei = eligible and updatei ≤ count
do

consumedi ← read-progress(i)
allowancei ← allowancei − consumedi/Q
tc ← tc − consumedi

end for

cycles ← 0
if tc ≤ 0 then

cycles ← 1
tc ← tc + S · Q

end if

for all i do
allowancei ← allowancei + sharei · cycles

if allowancei > 0 then
statei ← eligible

else
statei ← ineligible

end if

if updatei ≤ count then
updatei ← count + �allowancei�

end if
end for

algorithm uses count to index the timer events
that it services. For each process i, the variable
updatei stores the index of the quantum at which
to next measure the consumption of the process.
The algorithm increments count upon each invo-
cation. In the measurement loop, we augment the
conditional to test whether to measure a process’s
progress during the current quantum. Finally, if a
process is measured during an invocation of the
algorithm, then the algorithm uses the process’s
current allowance to compute a new value for
updatei (the next quantum at which to measure
the process).

4.1 Accuracy

We tested the accuracy of Optimized ALPS using
the same workloads and test methodology as for
Basic ALPS. Though we do not expect Optimized
ALPS to be more accurate than Basic ALPS
(since the latter has more information than the
former), Optimized ALPS will certainly have less
overhead. And so the question is, how much more
efficient is Optimized ALPS, and how small is the
reduction, if any, in accuracy?

Figure 7 shows the RMS relative error for the
nine workloads when using quantum lengths of
10, 20, and 40 ms. Each data point is the mean
of three trials of the experiment. The accuracy of
Optimized ALPS is virtually the same as that
of Basic ALPS, within the margin of error for
our measurements. Although Optimized ALPS
measures the progress of each process less of-
ten, it is only skipping measurements that pro-
vide non-essential information. When there are
many processes, competition for the CPU pre-
vents any single process from capitalizing on the
small opportunities for it to exceed its share.
Interestingly, because of its lower overhead, Op-
timized ALPS actually achieves higher accuracy
than Basic ALPS in certain cases. Specifically, Op-
timized ALPS does not exhibit the large error for
the 20-process linear workload when scheduled
using a 10 ms quantum. The large error mea-
sured for Basic ALPS is caused by the FreeBSD
kernel not scheduling the ALPS process to run
every 10 ms, i.e., because of its higher CPU con-
sumption. Because Optimized ALPS consumes
less CPU time per cycle, the ALPS process main-
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tains a higher dynamic priority than the work-
load processes, and the kernel schedules ALPS
promptly upon each timer event.

4.2 Overhead

We use the same method to measure the overhead
of Optimized ALPS as we use for Basic ALPS.
Figure 8 shows the overhead of the optimized
algorithm when scheduling workloads at quantum
lengths of 10, 20, and 40 ms. In general, Optimized
ALPS reduces overhead by a factor of at least
1.8 and as much as 5.9, for the workloads that
we tested. (The analytical model that we used
to guide the development of the optimized algo-
rithm also accurately estimates the overhead of
the optimized algorithm. Over the 27 experiments,
the model’s mean relative error is 0.73%, with a
standard deviation of 1.6%.)

Optimized ALPS achieves the greatest im-
provement in overhead for the linear workload,
ranging between a factor of 2.4 to 5.9. The
processes in a linear workload incrementally
become ineligible as the cycle progresses, reduc-
ing the work performed by ALPS. Though Ba-
sic ALPS also benefits from this characteristic of
the workload, Optimized ALPS further reduces
the number of reads because the processes that
remain eligible as the cycle progresses are the
processes with larger allowances. Hence, Opti-
mized ALPS can wait several quanta between
reads. Part of the improvement can also be at-

tributed to the scheduling policy of the FreeBSD
kernel (typical of most UNIX-based systems),
which will favor those processes with lower shares
because they execute less often relative to the
other processes. The net effect is that, as lower-
share processes become ineligible during a cy-
cle, the remaining eligible processes have large
allowances and the frequency at which the op-
timized algorithm reads the status of processes
decreases. For the equal shares workload, all the
processes are eligible for a majority of the quanta
in a cycle. In the best case, Optimized ALPS will
only need to read the progress of each process
once every N quanta (with N equal to both
the number of shares and number of processes).
However, in practice, a process will not execute
for the entire duration between the points at
which the algorithm measures the progress of the
process. Still, Optimized ALPS performs many
fewer process status file reads compared to Basic
ALPS. While the average number of reads per
quantum for Basic ALPS increases linearly with
the number of processes, Optimized ALPS has a
sub-linear increase that enables it to reduce the
overhead by a greater factor as the number of
processes increases.

The workload for which Optimized ALPS ex-
hibits the smallest improvement is the skewed
workload; however, it is still better than that of
Basic ALPS by a factor of 1.87 in our experiments.
For the skewed workload, all n processes compete
for CPU time during the first n quanta of a cycle,
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after which ALPS will have suspended the n − 1
1-share processes. For the remainder of the cycle,
only a single process is eligible. Hence, during the
first portion of a cycle, the progress of each eligible
1-share process must be read at every quantum;
this occurs for both Basic ALPS and Optimized
ALPS. During the latter portion, Basic ALPS
reads the status of the remaining process each and
every quantum, whereas Optimized ALPS reads
the status only once (or possibly a few but small
number of times, due to fractional allowances
occurring near the end of the cycle).

4.3 Allowing for I/O

The second important optimization is in allowing
for I/O. By this, we simply mean that we do
not want a process that performs I/O to limit
the progress of other processes that are ready
to execute, by delaying the end of a cycle.3 The
problem is that at user level, a scheduler lacks
precise knowledge of when a process blocks for
and resumes from an I/O request. The approach
we take is simple, and the only changes to the
algorithm occur in the body of the measurement
loop (see listing of modified loop).

When ALPS measures the progress of a
process, it also determines whether the process
happens to be blocked (e.g., by reading the “wait
channel” state variable of a process in the kernel,
which indicates the event for which a process is
waiting, if any). If ALPS detects that a process is
blocked, then we simply assume that the process
has been blocked for an entire quantum. Since

3Our goal is to adhere to the ideal that, on average, a
process gets its proportional share for each quantum it is
ready to run. If it is doing I/O, the remaining processes
should compete for the CPU according to their shares with
respect to the shares of other processes that are ready to
execute (and excluding the shares of processes that are
doing I/O). Furthermore, the policy regarding how quickly
a process that is returning from I/O gets to run is still pri-
marily dictated by the underlying kernel, as in the priority
the kernel provides the process. However, it is true that
such a process may be delayed if it has run out of allowance
during the current cycle. If achieving fast response is an
issue for an I/O-bound process, the user can simply provide
it with an artificially large number of shares (most of which
will not be utilized if it is truly I/O-bound) to increase its
opportunity to run when it completes I/O.

a blocked process has voluntarily relinquished
the CPU, the algorithm reduces the process’s
allowance by one quantum because the process
“gave up” its right to execute for that period of
time.

The algorithm also reduces the remaining cycle
time, tc, by the length of one quantum for each
blocked process. Recall that the length of a cycle
is determined by the number of quanta required
to provide each process with its proportional
share, namely S · Q. If the algorithm decreases
a process’s allowance in a given cycle, then the
number of quanta of CPU time required to fulfill
the proportional-share guarantee decreases by an
equal amount. The effect is that if a process blocks
for all of its allocated quanta during a cycle, then
the cycle will end early. The remaining processes
that will have consumed their allowance if they
were ready-to-run during the entire cycle, will
earn a new allowance such that they can become
eligible to run again.

Note that the process may have been blocked
for some time before ALPS detects that it
blocked, but this cannot be known because our
only evidence is that it has not consumed CPU
time, but this may simply be due to not getting
the CPU because of other competing processes.
Hence, all we know is that the process is now
blocked, and may remain blocked for an unknown
period of time. Since we can check again at the
next quantum, we reduce the allowance by only
one quantum. If the process does indeed remain
blocked for the quantum, then the cycle length

Algorithm 3 Modified loop to allow for I/O
. . .

for all i : statei = eligible and updatei ≤ count
do

〈consumedi, blockedi〉 ← read-progress(i)
allowancei ← allowancei − consumedi/Q
tc ← tc − consumedi

if blockedi = true then
allowancei ← allowancei − 1
tc ← tc − Q

end if
end for
. . .
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is correctly reduced by one since the blocked
process is out of contention. However, if the
process happens to wake up, then it will have
effectively been penalized by having its allowance
reduced by one. On the other hand, since the
process was not penalized for the time it was
blocked before ALPS detected it as blocked, this
simple heuristic seems reasonable, and indeed,
works well based on our experiments, which we
now describe.

The modifications to allow for I/O do not af-
fect the behavior of the algorithm for compute-
bound workloads. To illustrate how the scheduler
behaves in the presence of a process that performs
I/O, we use a simple workload consisting of three
processes, A, B, and C, with a share distribution
of 1, 2, and 3, respectively, all under the control
of a single ALPS. ALPS uses a 10 ms quantum.
After waiting for the processes to reach a steady
state of execution, process B begins simulating I/O
requests by sleeping for 240 ms after every 80 ms
of execution time. Because process B executes at
a rate of 33.3% of the CPU, it requires 240 ms
of real time to receive 80 ms of CPU time (from
ALPS). Therefore, the time process B spends in a
ready-to-run state will equal the time spent doing
I/O, and it will alternately be ready-to-run for
four cycles and be blocked for four cycles. While
blocked, we expect ALPS to distribute CPU time
in a ratio of 1:3 between the process A and C.

As Fig. 9 depicts, ALPS does indeed propor-
tionally redistribute the CPU time relinquished
by process B. Near cycle 590, process B begins
performing I/O. Prior to this point, the processes
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Fig. 9 ALPS proportionally distributes the CPU time
available when the two-share process blocks

receive the correct shares of the CPU. Afterward,
during the four cycles that process B is ready-to-
run, ALPS continues to maintain the same ratios
of 1:2:3. However, while process B is asleep, ALPS
distributes 25% of the CPU to process A and 75%
of CPU to process C, as expected.

5 Advanced Experiments

In this section, we present results from experi-
ments that illustrate additional characteristics of
Optimized ALPS (simply referred to as ALPS
from this point). We show that when multi-
ple ALPSs execute simultaneously, each ALPS
schedules processes with the fraction of the CPU
time that the kernel assigns to its workload. In ad-
dition, we discuss scalability by presenting empiri-
cal results on the limit of the number of processes
over which ALPS can maintain control.

5.1 Multiple Applications

The ALPS scheduling algorithm proportionally
schedules whatever CPU time the workload
processes receive from the kernel scheduler. We
show this capability by executing multiple ALPSs
simultaneously. Though we use multiple ALPSs
to generate load on the machine, each ALPS does
not know what causes a reduction in the CPU time
available to its workload; it simply uses whatever
is made available to it and correctly apportions
that time to the processes under its control. In fact,
it does not matter what the workload outside an
ALPS’s control is (i.e., whether they are processes
under the control of other ALPSs or not); we show
that each ALPS, when there are multiple ones,
operates equally well.

In the experiment, there are three independent
groups of processes, that we label A, B, and C,
where each group has three processes, with share
distributions of {7, 8, 9}, {4, 5, 6}, and {1, 2, 3}, re-
spectively. The experiment has three phases. The
first phase starts at time 0 and ends at time 3,000,
during which group A processes run exclusively.
The second phase then begins, and ends roughly
at time 6,000, during which group B processes run
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simultaneously with those already running from
group A. Finally, the third phase then begins, and
ends roughly at time 15,000, during which those in
group C run with those of the other groups.

Figure 10 shows the cumulative CPU time re-
ceived by each process. The x-axis is in units of
real time. Each data point occurs at the end of a
cycle for the ALPS that schedules a process. The
cycles of distinct ALPSs are not synchronized. The
real time duration of an ALPS’s cycle depends on
the total number of shares in its process group and
the rate at which its processes execute (as dictated
by the kernel scheduler).

In each phase, the rise in cumulative CPU time
for each process is linear. Using linear regres-
sion, we calculated the slopes of fitted lines for
each process during each phase. From this, we
determined the fractional CPU time that each
process received relative to the other processes
in its group. So, for example, process 1, which
only ran in phase 3, received 16.5% of the total
CPU time received by the processes in its group
(C: processes 1, 2, and 3). Thus, within its group,
given that it should have received 1 share out of
6 (making that target fractional CPU time equal

16.7%), the 16.5% that it received is very close to
its target, resulting in a relative error of 1.2%.

In fact, within each group, the amount of CPU
time the processes receive is very close to what
they are supposed to receive. Table 3 lists the tar-
get intra-group relative percentages of CPU time
each process should receive based on its shares,
and, for each phase, the intra-group relative per-
centages of CPU time actually received by each
process and the relative error. (Each process is
identified by the integer that corresponds to its
shares S.) So, for example, processes 4, 5, and 6, all
comprising group B, are targeted to receive 26.7%
(4/15), 33.3% (5/15), and 40.0% (6/15), respec-
tively, of the CPU time relative to each other; in
Phase 2, they actually receive 27.3, 34.0, and 38.7,
resulting in relative errors of 2.2, 2.1, and 3.3%,
respectively. Overall, the relative error ranges are
0.3–1.0% in Phase 1, 0.0–3.3% in Phase 2, and 0.3–
1.3% in Phase 3, resulting in an average relative
error of 0.93%. Thus, each ALPS is operating
accurately, despite the presence of other ALPSs
scheduling other processes.

We note that this conclusion regarding accu-
racy is relative, in the sense that whatever CPU
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Table 3 Accuracy of multiple ALPSs

S Target Phase 1 Phase 2 Phase 3

%cpu %cpu %re %cpu %re %cpu %re

1 16.7 – – – – 16.5 1.2
2 33.3 – – – – 33.1 0.6
3 50.0 – – – – 50.4 0.8
4 26.7 – – 27.3 2.2 26.5 0.7
5 33.3 – – 34.0 2.1 33.2 0.3
6 40.0 – – 38.7 3.3 40.3 0.8
7 29.2 29.5 1.0 29.2 0.0 28.9 1.0
8 33.3 33.2 0.3 33.3 0.0 33.1 0.6
9 37.5 37.3 0.5 37.5 0.0 38.0 1.3

time is made available to a group of processes
under the control of an ALPS, the ALPS appor-
tions CPU time very close to their specified shares.
However, what is not under the control of each
ALPS is the total CPU time made available to
its group of processes, which is determined by
the underlying kernel scheduler. For example, it
may be the case that a fair-share kernel scheduler
gives each group an amount roughly in proportion
to the number of processes in the group (so, if
each group had the same number of processes,
they should get the same fraction of CPU time).
Hence, in our experiment, the kernel scheduler
would give 100% of the total CPU time (assuming
no other load) to group A during phase 1; during
phase 2, it would give 50% to each of the groups
A and B; during phase 3, it would give 33.3%
to each of the groups A, B, and C. In fact, this
is what we observed (very roughly, i.e., with up
to 20% error, because each of the processes is
not always running or eligible to run all of the
time). This can be seen, for example, with the
behavior of processes 3 and 4. While process 3 has
fewer shares than process 4, they are in different
groups, and so process 3 receives 3/6, or 50% of
the CPU time given to its group, and process 4
receives 4/15, or 26% of the CPU time given to
its group. What they ultimately receive in absolute
CPU time is determined by the FreeBSD kernel
scheduler. In fact, process 3 executes at a higher
absolute rate (as can be seen from its higher slope)
both because it receives a larger share of the CPU
time allocated to its group, and each group is
getting roughly 1/3 of the CPU.

In addition to the above “average behavior”
effects over time, from Fig. 10 we can observe
the more detailed dynamic effects of how the
FreeBSD kernel scheduler allocates CPU time to
the various process groups. For example, as each
new phase begins, CPU time is being spread over
more processes, and so the absolute rate of execu-
tion of the existing processes decreases. Since the
processes receive CPU time at a lower rate, the
real time duration of a cycle increases in length.
Also, the cycle lengths of existing process groups
are a bit longer at the transition point between
phases, as work is performed to fork a new ALPS
and three workload processes. In fact, these new
processes will be initially favored by the FreeBSD
kernel scheduler as their dynamic kernel priority
will be higher than the existing processes (since
the new processes have not yet consumed any
CPU time and the existing processes are compute-
bound).

In conclusion, the long-term behavior of the
system is stable in that each individual ALPS
apportions CPU time accurately within its process
group. This is the best we could expect, given that
we do not have (and do not assume) any control
of the underlying kernel scheduler.

5.2 Scalability

Here we address the question of how many
processes (a single) ALPS can schedule before it
breaks down (which it will since it runs as a user
process which has no special privileges, not even
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a special higher priority). We use an equal share
workload because in the evaluation of Optimized
ALPS, the largest observed overhead is for an
equal share distribution (see Fig. 8). In the exper-
iment, we set the number of shares per process to
be 5, and we increase the number of processes that
ALPS schedules until we observe a loss of control.
We test ALPS at quantum lengths of 10, 20, and
40 ms. Figure 11 shows the overhead, and Fig. 12
shows the RMS relative error.

The overhead does not exceed 2.5%, but the
significant factor is the amount of work that
ALPS performs relative to the processes that it
schedules. For each quantum length, overhead
increases linearly until a threshold is reached.
The threshold is determined by the point where
the overhead (the CPU time used by ALPS per
quantum) exceeds the inverse of the number of
workload processes plus one (to account for the
ALPS process itself). The latter determines the
fraction of a quantum for which ALPS may run
(e.g., if there are 20 processes, ALPS has 1/21 of a
quantum to complete its work for that quantum
before exceeding its “fair share” of the CPU as
scheduled by the kernel scheduler).

If ALPS requires more time, then it may not
be scheduled promptly by the kernel when a
quantum expires. In the experiment, this limit is
imposed by the FreeBSD kernel scheduler that
tries to allocate CPU time to competing processes
by calculating a dynamic priority based on prior
execution time [19]. To the kernel, ALPS is a
process no different than the workload processes,
and if its dynamic priority is lower than that of
a workload process (e.g., since it has executed

longer), then the kernel will schedule the work-
load process rather than ALPS.

Using linear regression, we calculated lines
for the initial (linear) portions of the percentage
overhead:

U10(N) = .0639N + .0604

U20(N) = .0338N + .0340

U40(N) = .0172N + .0160,

where N is the number of the processes and the
subscript indicates the quantum length, Q, in mil-
liseconds. The breakdown threshold, N∗, will oc-
cur at or beyond the point at which the overhead,
UQ(N), intersects the percentage of a quantum
available to ALPS, which can be determined by
solving the following equation:

UQ(N∗) − 100/(N∗ + 1) = 0.

The predicted thresholds are 39, 54, and 75
processes for quantum lengths of 10, 20, and
40 ms, respectively. The observed thresholds are
40, 60, and 90 processes for the same quantum
lengths, which match well. With a 40 ms quantum
length, ALPS is able to maintain control past the
theoretical threshold. We attribute this to the fact
that ALPS is asleep for longer periods of time
over which the kernel scheduler will credit its pri-
ority because it is not contending for the CPU (i.e.,
the FreeBSD kernel scheduler favors interactive
tasks [19]).
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5.3 An ALPS-based Shared Web Server

The experiments in the preceding section charac-
terized the accuracy and overhead of ALPS when
applied to a synthetic, compute-bound workload.
In this section, we demonstrate the utility and
competency of ALPS when applied to a realis-
tic application. A prevalent example of resource
sharing is a shared Web server that hosts sev-
eral users’ content bases. If a shared Web server
supports dynamic content, the administrator must
prevent a single user from degrading the service of
other users by deploying malicious or buggy code
that overloads the CPU.

The flexibility to implement new resource shar-
ing policies is another key feature of ALPS. For
this experiment, we enforce a resource sharing
policy that differs from the kernel in two im-
portant aspects. The resource distribution among
principals is not an equal share policy like that of
the kernel scheduler. Additionally, the principal
that is scheduled is not a process, but rather a
user. Thus, the policy is that CPU consumption by
any process of a particular user counts against that
user’s allocation. We schedule a user’s processes
as a whole when their total consumption is above
or below the user’s allocation. The idea of de-
coupling the resource principal from the process
abstraction has been previously introduced in the
form of kernel abstractions [6, 25]. Our results
show that it is possible to implement similar func-
tionality with acceptable accuracy and overhead
using ALPS.

Amza, et al. developed three benchmarks for
evaluating Web sites composed of dynamic con-
tent [1, 2]. The benchmarks model an online book-
store, an auction site, and a bulletin board. They
found that the CPU was the Web server’s bot-
tleneck resource for the auction site and bulletin
board. We use the RUBBoS bulletin board bench-
mark for our experiments because it is representa-
tive of the type of application that a customer of a
shared Web server might install. The benchmark
implements a bulletin board site with function-
ality similar to Slashdot [24]. The bulletin board
maintains a database of stories and user comments
about each story. When a client accesses the bul-
letin board, a PHP script retrieves a story and

its associated comments from the database and
presents them in a single HTML page.

The setup for our experiments consists of a
Web server, a database server, and three client
workstations that generate requests. The Web
server is a 2.2 GHz Pentium 4 processor with 512
MB of memory running FreeBSD 4.8, Apache
2.0.48 configured with the “prefork” MPM, and
PHP 4.3.4 loaded as a dynamic Apache module.
The database server and client machines are dual-
Pentium III 600MHz processors with 1024 MB
of memory running the Linux 2.4.20 kernel. The
database server software is MySQL 3.23.58. A 100
Mbps switched Ethernet connects the machines.
The RUBBoS benchmark provides the data files
for the database, PHP scripts for the Web server,
and a client workload driver that runs in parallel
on the client workstations.

We host three instances of the bulletin board
Web site on the Web server machine by running
a distinct instance of Apache on three different
ports. Each instance of the Apache server runs as
a different user account and is configured to use at
most 50 processes (a number chosen for maximum
throughput). Apache automatically regulates the
number of active processes up to this maximum.

We first measure how the kernel schedules
the Web servers by feeding requests from the
client workstations. Each workstation uses 325
simultaneous clients to drive one of the three
bulletin board Web sites. The number of clients
was selected experimentally to achieve highest
total throughput. The throughputs, measured in
requests per second by the workstation machines,
for the three Web sites are {29, 30, 40}. The kernel
scheduler allocates the CPU roughly evenly with
the three Web sites.

The distribution of shares is {1, 2, 3} and the
quantum length is 100 ms. Again, we generate
a request workload from the client workstations
using 325 simultaneous clients. The throughputs
we measured are {18, 35, 53} requests per sec-
ond. ALPS is capable of sharing the processor in
the proportion that we desire and consumed only
3.2% of the total processor.

Because we ran Apache as multi-process ap-
plication that dynamically spawns processes, we
had two choices of how to impose ALPS on the
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Apache Web servers. We could modify Apache
to notify ALPS each time a new process was
created, or ALPS could monitor the processes
created by Apache. We chose the latter so that
we did not need to modify Apache. We modified
the implementation of ALPS to treat a group of
processes as a single resource principal and to
update the processes associated with each prin-
cipal once per second. To perform the update,
ALPS selects all the processes belonging to the
user under which the Web server is running. The
kvm_getprocs() library call in FreeBSD pro-
vided a convenient way to obtain all the process
identifiers belonging to a given user.

We do not concern ourselves with overloading
beyond the capacity of the CPU, such as caused
by flash crowds or a denial-of-service attack. Prior
work has investigated solutions to prevent over-
load caused by receiver live-lock [8, 12, 16], and
is complementary to our solution for sharing
the CPU.

6 Related Work

Several approaches have been taken to support
application-level resource policies. An exokernel
and an infokernel both provide kernel-level in-
terfaces suitable for applications to implement
resource management policies at user-level [5, 14].
Gray-box systems are similar to infokernels, but
the operating system is not modified; applica-
tions infer information from the existing kernel
interface [4]. We take the approach of gray-box
systems by treating the operating system as an
unmodifiable component that provides the infor-
mation and control mechanisms necessary to im-
plement a proportional-share scheduling policy at
user-level.

Scheduling research most related to our work
is that focused on proportional-share scheduling
and scheduling that guarantees rates of execu-
tion for soft real-time applications [9, 13, 15, 17,
21–23, 27, 28]. A distinguishing feature of our
approach is that the ALPS scheduling algorithm
promotes a user-level implementation which is
practical, portable, and effective: running under
an unmodified UNIX-based kernel, ALPS pro-

vides accurate proportional-share execution while
minimizing overhead by frugal sampling of pro-
cesses’ progress. Key to this result is that ALPS
selects a group of processes for execution, defer-
ring fine-grained time-slicing of processes within
a group to the kernel, promoting efficiency and
correct operation in the presence of I/O.

Thread schedulers for user-level threads of-
fer another mechanism to implement application-
level resource policies. A scheduler activation
is a mechanism for the kernel to express CPU
availability to a user-level thread scheduler so
that it may improve thread concurrency on multi-
processor systems [3]. The Capriccio user-level
threads package includes a resource-aware sched-
uler that schedules threads based on their pre-
dicted resource usage in an effort to maximize
throughput of network services [26]. Like a kernel
scheduler, a user-level thread scheduler can accu-
rately preempt threads (i.e., based on virtual time
alarms set within a process), and each thread can
notify the scheduler when it is blocked awaiting
an I/O request to be serviced. A limitation of a
user-level thread scheduler is that it only works in
the context of an application designed as a multi-
threaded process, rather than multiple processes
in separate address spaces. ALPS runs external
to an unmodified, multi-process application or
group of processes. By sampling processes’ CPU
consumption and wait status, we trade a degree
of accuracy for simpler deployment by avoiding
modifications to the kernel or applications.

Some UNIX variants support fixed “real-time”
priorities. This higher class of priorities can be
used to implement a user-level, reservation-based
scheduler that supports soft real-time applications
[10]. Using this special capability requires admin-
istrator privileges. With ALPS, our goal is more
modest: we simply seek to reapportion the CPU
time the kernel allocates to a set of processes. We
show how this can be implemented in conjunction
with standard UNIX scheduling with no special
priorities, and with no special privileges.

Other works present a control-theoretic ap-
proach to controlling application execution in
which a feedback loop manages application re-
sources. This requires modifying the applica-
tion to report progress [11], or an understanding
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of the operation and performance goals of the
application [18].

7 Conclusions

We presented the design and implementation
of the ALPS application-level proportional-share
scheduler, which provides an application with
proportional-share scheduling for its processes.
Under UNIX, ALPS runs as an unprivileged
process, and requires only basic and common
kernel functionality as provided by typical UNIX
systems. ALPS makes high-level decisions that de-
termine which group of processes are eligible for
execution for a near-term period of time, leaving
it to the kernel to then schedule those processes
during that time.

The key to ALPS’s efficiency is in allowing the
kernel scheduler to do as much work as possible,
and then filling in the details, with minimal impact,
to ultimately achieve proportional-share schedul-
ing. After measuring all of the various operations
invoked by ALPS, we determined that the most
expensive by far was in reading each controlled
process’s state. Not only is this operation expen-
sive on a per-invocation basis, but it grows with
the number of processes being scheduled. Hence,
ALPS minimizes invocations of this operation,
essentially relying on predictions of what the fu-
ture state will be and determining when action
will be needed. We found that this leads to sig-
nificantly lower overhead (under 1%) without
sacrificing accuracy (relative error remained
under 5%).

Finally, we showed that multiple ALPSs for
multiple multi-process applications are each able
to accurately schedule the CPU time made avail-
able by the kernel scheduler, regardless of how
this CPU time availability varies over time. In
addition, ALPS is capable of accurately enforcing
proportional share when it detects that a process
is doing I/O. We also showed that a limitation
to a purely user-level approach to proportional-
share scheduling is that, since ALPS itself is
subject to the scheduling policy of the kernel
scheduler, there are practical limits on the number
of processes ALPS can schedule, depending on

the amount of CPU time ALPS requires rela-
tive to the workload. However, we found that
these limits are quite reasonable (many tens of
processes) on current PCs.
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